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SOUL TIES 
“One flesh” or “souls knit together”


A connection that surpasses the physical realm. A spiritual bond that is good or bad.

Jonathan and David 
“As soon as he had finished speaking to Saul, the soul of Jonathan was knit to the 
should of David, and Jonathan loved him as his own soul” (1 Samuel 18:1)

Shechem and Dinah 
“But his soul longed for and clung to Dinah” (Genesis 34:3)


DISSOCIATIVE IDENTITY (Disorder) or DID 
 {formerly Multiple Personality Disorder or MPD}


It is a spiritual condition that has been labeled as a mental health condition. Someone 
with DID has multiple, distinct personalities. The various personalities control the 
individual’s behavior at different times. The individual can ‘switch’ back and forth 
randomly between different ‘persons.’ Can arrive through spontaneous or inductive 
processes. 

Make sure to explain- disorder is not to be received in the negative sense; it just means 
disordered in terms of not having a unitary sense of decision making and regeneration  
capability. 


IDENTIFIERS of DID 
a. The existence of two or more distinct personalities within the mind of an individual 

at any particular time. 

b. The personality that is dominant will determine the individual’s behavior or mood.

c. Each individual personality has their own unique complexities.

d. Individual has imaginary friends or playmates (this could be demonization as well)

e. Individual may speak in another dialect or language

f. Can cause memory loss, delusions, or depression

g. Caused by past traumatic occurrences

h. Can be evil or good

i. Childlike manifestations in deliverance sessions or randomly as triggered

	 ii. Growth is stunted at the point in which the trauma took place


DID or MPD is the potential of the mind to dissociate from pain and trauma. It is a 
coping mechanism or a response to trauma. Memories will be held in separate parts of 
consciousness so the person is not in a constant state of recognition, i.e. 
compartmentalization.


Some people who are multiple or dissociative may love the Lord but there is a part of 
them that when triggered will do some of the most horrific things.

Multiples are not mentally ill, they are mentally deficient.

They can have extremely high IQ’s. 

They can be extremely organized.
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Transgender- male or female alter identity (personality) in the mind of the opposite 
sex.


ANCESTRAL GENERATIONAL ALTERS 
1. Ancestral- Passing on of thoughts and emotions, characteristics and feelings of the 

identity of that persons ancestors imprinted somewhere genetically so that future 
generations live out the same philosophy, ideas, and fears


2. Generational- Passed on continually through the bloodline

3.   Dissociation- fragmented part that lives on in all of the issues


It is someone from the past that passes on the associated identity that still lives on 
with all of its issues. It is the constant refocusing of those issues from generation to 
generation that allows Satan to use it effectively. That identity is not apart of the 
current issues but apart of the past issues. The behavior goes on and on and on. 


Keeps a curse(s) active


Examples:

a. African American has a slave master identity (personality) living inside them.

b. Someone’s identity can live on in the bloodline if they were murdered or sacrificed 

in a ritual ceremony 

c. Someone who had witchcraft performed on them or was the one who initiated the 

witchcraft or voodoo


SAR SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE 
Satanist or occultist will purposely create a sufficient amount of trauma to deliberately 
split the mind or consciousness so that the human mind cannot process it. 

• For the purpose of manipulation and programming (MK Ultra)

• Processes taken from Nazi death camp Dr. Joseph Mengele

• Torture or rape victim with religious artifacts

• Multiples created so that person will prostitute, sale or consume drugs, or willingly 

sacrifice themselves

• Average age of initial violation is 18 months


NOTES: 
Much spiritual abuse has been done in deliverance because people don’t understand 
multiplicity, alters, and SAR. You cannot just “tell them to leave” and be done with it. 
In most cases you need to be in it for the long haul and much inner healing and 
restoration has to be imparted through the healing power of Christ.

Usually the first screams in your deliverance sessions will be that of an alternative 
identity.

If you get to a standstill in deliverance, you probably have alters or multiples to 
address.

If you try to cast something out that has a human name, it is probably an alter. 

Demons are usually angry and mean or incredibly animated.
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